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Abstract 

In this research, newly developed assumed stress hybrid elements are presented. The elements are applicable for 
geometrically as well as materially nonlinear problems with or without volume constraints. Variational principles using 
unsymmetric stresses and rotations are adopted as the basis of the formulations. The variational principles are modified 
through a regularization term, to eliminate every stress term at element level. Two types of four-noded quadrilateral 
plane element formulations are derived through direct discretizations of the variational principles with proper sugges- 
tions for the shape functions. The first one has three independent fields-displacements (velocities), rotations (spins), and 
unsymmetric (Biot) stress fields. In the second one, the hydrostatic pressure field is added as an independent field, to 
account for volume constraints. It is confirmed that better solutions can be obtained by rather small numbers of stress 
parameters. The elements are also employed to analyze strain softening incompressible hyperelastic materials, in which 
the ellipticity of the constitutive relation fails and discontinuous deformation gradients may occur. The numerical 
examples of the shear band problems are demonstrated in the paper. 

1. Introduction 

It is a b o u t  40 years  since the concep t  of  finite e lement  m e th o d s  was i n t ro d u ced  into s t ruc tura l  
analysis  and  it is now recognized  as a very  powerfu l  tool  for a wide range  of  engineer ing  problems.  
His tor ica l ly  speaking,  mos t  of  finite e lement  fo rmula t ions  suggested are based  on  the so-called 
principle  of  vir tual  work.  O n  the o the r  hand,  the concepts  of  hybrid (or mixed) field finite e lement  
fo rmula t ions  have  also a t t r ac ted  much  a t t en t ion  since they are expected  to  resolve several 
d r aw b a c ks  of  the d i sp lacement - type  elements.  This  pape r  aims to present  new hybr id  e lement  
fo rmula t ions  for non l inea r  problems,  recent ly  deve loped  by  the authors .  
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The assumed stress hybrid element formulations, based on the complementary energy varia- 
tional principle, were pioneered by Pian [1] for linear elasticity. The assumed stress hybrid 
elements for nonlinear problems were presented by Atluri [2], Atluri and Murakawa [3-5] using 
mixed variational principles with and without volume constraints. Although the earlier formula- 
tions of hybrid elements suffered certain deficiencies (e.g. kinematic or spurious modes, coordinate 
invariance, stability, etc.), several significant contributions have appeared (e.g. Pian et al. [6, 7], 
Atluri and his coworkers [8-11]) to establish robust element formulations. These assumed stress 
hybrid element formulations are considered as significant alternatives to the conventional displace- 
ment methods. 

Originally, elements with corner rotations, or drilling degrees offreedom, have been motivated by 
the need to model faceted shells and plates. A variational principle including rotation fields was 
presented by Reissner [12], and in mid-1980s, several finite element formulations based on this 
concept were proposed. In the earlier works, however, the drilling degrees of freedom were not 
treated as independent fields and the efforts were mostly unsuccessful. The variational principles 
with a so-called regularization term, proposed by Hughes and Brezzi [13], makes it possible to 
utilize complementary-energy-based variational principles to construct robust mixed element 
formulations for linear elasticity. For geometrically linear problems, Iura and Atluri [14] presented 
a four-noded element formulation with purely kinematic fields (displacements and rotations) 
suggesting proper choices of shape functions. On the other hand, Cazzani and Atluri [15] 
presented a quadrilateral membrane element, which has a drilling degree of freedom, unsymmetric 
stresses, and displacements as independent fields. The excellent performance of the elements was 
thoroughly examined, and the formulations may be generalized for nonlinear problems. 

In several fields of computational mechanics, e.g. large deformation of rubber, Stokesian flows, 
and metal forming problems, etc., one has to deal with incompressibility problems. However, there 
are certain difficulties to treat incompressibility, using conventional displacement-type finite 
elements. Approaches of mixed variational principles, using hydrostatic pressure as an independent 
field for enforcing volume constraints, have been studied since mid 1960s [5, 16-20]. The existence 
and stability of the solutions by the mixed field schemes were studied by Bratianu and Atluri [17] 
and Ying and Atluri [18]. These approaches seem to advantageous because the incompressibility 
condition can be treated more naturally than in the potential energy-type principles. Variational 
principles with kinetic split were also presented during the 1980s, providing the basis of finite 
element modelings. 

Since the objective of the paper is to present new hybrid element models with features mentioned 
above, we take the following steps. At first, the field equations in finite deformation theory are 
briefly discussed. Then, several forms of variational principles suitable for finite element modeling 
are investigated. We shall see that the rotation fields and unsymmetric stress measures are naturally 
introduced using the polar decomposition of the deformation gradient. The principles involving 
volume constraints are incorporated through the so-called kinematic split, or decomposition of the 
dilatational and distortional parts of the strain field. The second step, discussed in Section 4, is the 
discretization of the variational principles. It is no longer a trivial step and certain requirements 
have to be considered. In this paper, two types of new finite element formulations are presented. 
The first one is a four-noded quadrilateral plane stress/plane strain element, based on the 
discretized forms of the three field mixed variational principle with unsymmetric stress (Biot stress), 
displacement, and drilling degrees of freedom as independent fields. The second one, also a 
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four-field formulation, has the same fields mentioned above, plus the hydrostatic pressure, to 
account for incompressibility. Several benchmark problems are used to check the basic perfor- 
mance of the elements. 

In Sections 5 and 6, we demonstrate several numerical examples with geometrical as well as 
material nonlinearities. Especially in Section 6, elastostatic shock and shear localization problems in 
incompressible hyperelastic materials are analyzed by the present elements. These phenomena may 
arise when the constitutive relation of the material has a certain characteristic known as the 
ellipticityfailure. The hybrid elements seem quite attractive for such problems because (i) the shear 
band emerges as a natural solution of a boundary value problem without resorting to bifurcation 
analysis at each element level: (ii) the elements are free of locking under incompressible deforma- 
tion: (iii) a priori knowledge on the shear band orientation is not required. In the numerical 
examples, it is shown that the shear bands are successfully captured by the presented elements. The 
constitutive relations treated in the paper are rate-independent hyperelastic types, though the 
methodology is easily applicable for elastic-plastic problems. 

2. Preliminaries 

In order to construct a new hybrid finite element formulation on a physically sound basis, we 
shall start the discussion from the basic finite deformation theory, wherein both the geometrical 
and material nonlinearities are involved. We focus on the formulations with rotations (spins) 
and/or hydrostatic pressure fields to deal with geometrically and materially nonlinear problems. 
These fields are implemented into the formulations using the concepts of polar decomposition and 
kinematic split of the deformation gradient. 

2.1. Field equations o f  finite deformation theory 

We adopt the Lagrangean description which use the coordinate system fixed to the initial state 
(Co state) of the body as the reference. Suppose that a material point (position vector X) is mapped 
to the point x by the deformation (displacement u). Then, the deformation gradient F is defined as 

F = (I + Vou) ~, (2.1) 

In Cartesian coordinates, Eq. (2.1) can be written as Fi~ = 61~ + u~,j. Then, the vector dX (in the 
reference configuration) is mapped to dx (in the deformed configuration) by F as dx = F .  dX. It is 
also known that determinant ofF,  denoted by J (=  detF),  gives the local volume change by the 
deformation. From a physical reason, J is always positive and so F is positive definite. Then, it is 
known that there is a unique polar decomposition such that 

F = R.  U, (2.2) 

where R means rotation, is an orthogonal (R. R T = I) tensor and U, called the right stretch tensor, 
is symmetric (U a" --= U). Now, we introduce the constitutive relation through the strain (or poten- 
tial) energy function Wo(F) of the material. 

OWo(F) _ t+ ' (2.3) 
OF 
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where t is called as first Piola-Kirchhoff  stress tensor. The principle of objectivity requires 1-22-1: 

Wo(F) = Wo(R.  U ) =  Wo(U). (2.4) 

Then, the constitutive relation (2.3) may be rewritten as 

OWo(U) 
0U = symm(t .R)  = symmr* ,  (2.5) 

where U = a priori symmetric is used. In (2.5), r* = t .  R is called as the Biot (or Biot-Lur6) stress 
tensor. For  discussing constitutive relations for large deformation, it is often convenient to 
decouple the distortional and dilatational part of the strain field. This process, or the so-called 
multiplicative decomposition of F, is achieved by 

F'  = F J -  1/3. (2.6) 

Then, the strain energy may be written as 

Wo(F) = Wo(F 'J  1/3) = W~(F' ,J) .  (2.7) 

The constitutive relations are decoupled into deviatoric and hydrostatic pressure portions as well: 

OW6(F', J) 
OF' - t'T' (2.8a) 

OW6(F' ,J)  
0J = p" (2.8b) 

Using OJ/OF = J F  -T, we have 

8F'  = J -  1/38F -k- 1 j - 4 / 3 F S J  = J -  1/35F q- ½J- 1/3(F - T .  8F)F .  (2.9) 

The potential energy can be decomposed into distortional and dilatational portions as 

8W0 = t x : 8F = t 'x : 8F' + p 8J 

= j -  1/3 (t,T : 8F) _ ½ j -  l/3(t,X. 8F) (F-T  : ~F) -k- p J ( F - T : S F ) .  (2.10) 

Form (2.10), the relation between t and (t',p) can be found as follows: 

t = J - 1 / a t '  -- 1 J - 1 / 3 ( t ' T : F ) F - 1  + p J F  -1  . (2.11) 

It should be noted that the field equation (2.11) remains unchanged if t' is replaced as 

t' --*t' + 2 F  ' -1  (2.12) 

This 2 arises as a Lagrange multiplier from the constraint condition (det F '  = 1) in the constitutive 
relation (2.8a). The constitutive relation (2.8a, b) can be rewritten in terms of U' ( = U J -  1/3) and J: 

OW6(U',J) 

dU' 

OW6(U',J) 

OJ 

- symm(t '  -R) = symm r*', (2.13a) 

- p, (2.13b) 
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where r*' = t' .R is the conjugate stress measure for U'. Analogous to Eq. (2.11), we have the 
relation: 

r* j -  1 / 3 r , ,  1 - 1 /3  , , T .  1 1 = - g J  (r . U ) U -  + p J U -  (2.14) 

As the next step, the equilibrium conditions (LMB; linear momentum balance, AMB; angular 
momentum balance) shall be considered. The local balance laws at the deformed (CN) state are met 
if [22] 

LAB VN'z~ + pNb = 0, (2.15a) 

AMB skewr N = 0, (2.15b) 

where ~N is the Cauchy stress, PN is the density, b is the body force at CN state. It is known that 
t = J F -  1. ~N [23]. Using the chain rule VN- ~N = I7o" (F -  1. ~N) and Po = JPN, LMB and AMB in 
(2.15a, b) can be rewritten in terms of t: 

LMB I7o.t + pob = 0, 

AMB skew(F. t )  = 0. 

It is possible to use the Biot stress tensor r*. 

LMB 

AMB 

Finally, we 

[70" (r'* . R  T) + pob = 0, 

skew (U. r*) = 0. 

discuss the boundary conditions 

(2.16a) 

(2.16b) 

(2.17a) 

(2.17b) 

(TBC; traction boundary conditions, and DBC; 
displacement boundary conditions). Suppose that the whole surface of the body S is divided into 
Su on which the displacement is prescribed, and So on which the surface load is applied. The DBC 
can be expressed by 

u = a  onS~,N, 

where a is the constrained displacement. TBC 
represented as 

"gNT.nN = T o n  SoN , 

(2.18) 

on the deformed (CN) configuration can be 

(2.19) 

where Tis  the local traction and n N is the unit normal to SoN. Using n o = J -  1FT .  n N, where n o is 
the unit normal to the surface of the undeformed (Co) configuration Soo, TBC can be rewritten in 
terms of t: 

t x.  n o = T on Soo (2.20a) 

or in terms of r*. 

R . r  *T-n o = T on S.o. (2.20b) 
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2.2. Field equations in UL rate form 

In order to develop continuation methods to solve nonlinear problems, it is often convenient to 
consistently linearize the variational principles into their rate forms. In solid mechanics, the total 
Lagrangean (TL) and the update Lagrangean (UL) forms are widely used the TL rate form refers to 
the initial or undeformed configuration of the body (Co), whereas the UL rate form refers to the 
configuration at the current increment step (CN). Since the use .~f the UL description provide more 
simple forms, we shall use the UL description here. 

In this paper, the UL rate form of a physical quantity ( ) is denoted by () .  For some kinematic 
quantities, we use the following notations: 

v = t i ,  L = F ,  W = R ,  D = U ,  (2.21) 

where v, L, W, and D are called velocity, velocity gradient, spin, and stretching tensors, respectively. 
Since we take the coordinates fixed to the CN configuration as the reference, we have 

U(CN) = O, F(CN) = R(CN) = U(CN) = L t(CN) = r*(CN) = ~N, (2.22) 

where ~N is the Cauchy (true) stress at CN. We assume that the CN÷ 1 state is close enough to the 
CN so that the following Taylor expansions are possible: 

U(CN+ 1) = vat  + O(At2), 

F(CN+ 1) = I + L A t  + O(At2), 

R(CN+ 1) = I + WAr  + O(At2), 

U(CN+ 1) = I + D A t  + O(At2), 

t(CN+ 1) = Z N + iA t  + O(At2), 

r*(CN+I) = z N + ~*At + O(At2), ... (2.23) 

Now, the compatibility condition (2.2) may be put into its UL rate form: 

L = (VNV) r = W + D,  (2.24) 

where VN implies taking differential referred to CN coordinates. Since D = a priori symmetric and 
W = a priori skew symmetric, we have 

D = symm L, W = skew L. (2.25) 

As before, the distortional and dilatational portion of L can be derived by 

J = traceL, L' = L -- ½Jl. (2.26) 
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Note that det[F(CN+a)] = d e t [ l + L A t  + O(At2)] = 1 + trace(LAt) + O(At 2) = 1 + ) A t  + 
O(At2). Likewise 

D' = D - -~JI, (2.27) 

because J = trace/ ,  = traceD. 
Now, it is known [24] that there is a rate potential W(D) = 6-* :D, where 6-* is the Jaumann rate 

of the Kirchhoff stress. Then, the objective rate constitutive relations can be derived from the rate 
potential as 

aW(D) = 6-*. (2.28) 
aD 

It is also known [125] that from (2.28), we have the following rate constitutive relations. 

St)(/,) = t ' L  
aL 

(2.29a) 

a Q(D) = symm ( i -  ~N'W) = symm ~*, (2.29b) 
aD 

where 

t ) (L)  = f f ' (D)  - t S ' ( D . D )  + ½~N'(Lr.L) (2.30a) 

Q(D) = lk" (D) - ½xN : (D . D). (2.30b) 

As before, rate constitutive relations with kinematic split may be written in the following manner: 

a0 ' (L ' ,  J )  _ i,T, (2.31a) 
aL' 

at) '( /` ' ,  J )  
aJ  = / L  (2.31b) 

As shown in [26] and [27], it is possible to derive the relation between i and (i',i6): 

i =  i '  - + t l. 

Likewise, the rate potential may be written in terms 
Constitutive relations: 

d ' D '  
Q ( ' J )  = symm(i '  - xN. W) = symmi* ' ,  

aD' 

a 0 ' ( a ' , J )  
a3 

By substituting i' = ~*' + zN. W into (2.32), we have 

i* = i* '  -- ½( /* ' : I ) I  +/~I. 

(2.32) 

of (D', J )  and we have the following 

(2.33a) 

(2.33b) 

(2.34) 
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Note that the Eqs. (2.27) and (2.34) remain unchanged by substituting i' ~ i' + 2 / i n  (2.27) and 
~*' --. i*' + 2/ in (2.34), where 2 is a constant. It is possible to define the rate potentials ~r'(L', J) and 
Q'(D', J) properly so that i' and ~*' become deviatoric (trace i' = trace f*' = 0). But, it is optional. 

The equilibrium conditions are also put into the rate forms using the equilibrium condition at 
CN state. Taking the first-order terms with respect to At in: 

t(Cs+ 1) = (x N + iAt) + O(At 2) 

[F't](CN+ O = (I + L At) . (z  N + iAt) + O(At 2) = zN + (i + L . z N ) A t  + O(At2), 

then, we find 

(LMB) 

(AMB) 

(2.35a) 

(2.35b) 

VN" i + pNb = 0, (2.36a) 

skew(/+ L.  ~N) = 0, (2.36b) 

where b is the rate of the body force. Eqs. (2.36a, b) may be rewritten in terms of !:*: 

(LMB) VN'(f* + w.~N) + pNb = 0, (2.36a') 

(AMB) skew(J* + D.~N) = 0. (2.36b') 

A for the boundary conditions, we have the following rate forms [25]: 

(DBC) v = ~, on SvN, (2.37a) 

(TBC) i t .  n N = ( / : , T  _~_ W .  ' t 'NT) • n N = f ,  on SoN, (2.37b) 

where ~Y is the constrained velocity, ~ is the rate of the surface loads, and n N is the unit normal to the 
surface S,N of the body at the CN state. 

3. Variational principles for finite deformation 

In this section, variational principles for large deformation problems in continuum mechanics 
are discussed. It is known that the basic field equations in previous section are derived from the 
stationary condition of certain forms of functionals. Among them, we shall choose two forms 
- three and four field variational principle - which are suitable to construct hybrid element 
formulations for large deformation. The former has three independent fields - displacements (or 
velocities in the rate form), rotations (spins), and unsymmetric stresses (or its rates). The latter has 
hydrostatic pressure additionally to account for volume constraints. We also suggest the regulariz- 
ation of the variational principles which is a process required to invert the complementary energy 
matrix at each element level. This concept was first proposed by Hughes and Brezzi 1-13] for linear 
elasticity and turned out to be quite important to construct robust finite element formulations 
including rotations. 

3.1. Variational principles without volume constraints 

At first, we consider variational principles involving displacement u, rotation R, right stretch 
tensor U, and unsymmetric (first Piola-Kirchhoff stress) t. The principle, given below, was first 
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stated by Fraeijs de Veubeke [28] and used for finite element modeling by Murakawa and Atluri 
[5]: 

FI(u,R, U,t) = fv { W o ( U )  + t T : [(I + Vou) T - R.  U] - pob .u} dv 
0 

-- fs T ' u d s -  fs (tT'n)'(u--u)ds" ( 3 . 1 )  
~0 uO 

Taking the variation of (3.1), we have 

8FI(u,R,U,t)= JVo(1 f ~F~w°(U)~u s y m m ( t . R ) ] . S u + [ ( I +  17ou)T--R'U]'St  T 

- (R- U" t) : (R. 8R T) - ( I7o" t + pob)" 6u } dv 

+ fs (tT'n- T ) ' S u d s - -  ;s (stT'n)'(U- ~i)ds. (3.2) 
aO uO 

Therefore, the stationary condition 8F1 = 0 provides (1) Constitutive Relation, (2) Compatibility 
Condition, (3) AMB (Angular Momentum Balance, R. U. t = symmetric), (4) LMB (Linear Mo- 
mentum Balance), (5) TBC (Traction Boundary Condition), and (6) DBC (Displacement Boundary 
Condition). Note that for deriving AMB, we use the orthogonality of R (R 'RT= I and 
R. 8R T = skew symmetric). As for LMB, we use the following divergence theorem: 

fv t:(VoSu)dv = - fv (Vo't)'Sudv + fs (tT'/l)'~//ds" 
0 0 0 

(3.3) 

The principle (3.1) can be rewritten in terms of the Biot stress r*: 

F2(u,R, U,r*) = ;v { W o ( U )  + r *T : [ R T ' ( I  + Vou)  T - U ]  - pob .u} dv 
O 

- f sooT'UdS-  f s . o ( t r ' n ) ' (u -a )  ds, (3.4) 

where tT: [ ( / +  V0U) T -- R" U] = (R T. tT): [RT'(I + V0U) T -- U] = r'T: [RT'(I + V0U) T -- U] is 
used. It can be easily confirmed that the stationary condition of F2 also gives the equivalent field 
equations. Theoretically, the principles (3.1) and (3.4) are almost equivalent. From the practical 
point of view, the use of the Biot stress will simplify the notations (especially for discussing material 
nonlinearity based on the complementary energy), so we mainly use the principle (3.4) for further 
manipulation. 

In principle, there are two ways to achieve field reductions form the variational principle (3.4). 
The first one is to eliminate the stress fields to derive the form which includes only kinematic 
(displacements and/or rotations) fields. However, we will not adopt these methods in this paper. 
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For further discussions, see Atluri and Cazzani [26]. The other is to eliminate the strain fields 
through the contact transformation: 

- Wc(symmr*) = Wo(U) - U: symmr* (3.5) 

to derive complementary energy-type principles. Here, we shall adopt the latter choice, since it is 
a natural way to construct assumed stress element formulations. Then, we have 

F 3 ( u , R , r * )  = f_. { - -  Wc(symmr*) + r*T:[RT'(I+ VoU) T] -- pob'u}dv 
dv 0 

-- f s ¢ o r ' U d s  -- f S . o ( e ' r ' T ' n ) ' ( U  -- ~ ) d s .  (3 .6)  

It may be instructive to derive the variation of F3. 

8F3(u,R,r*)= ~ {[ OW~(symmr*) ] 
o - dsymmr* + {RT:(/+ Vou) T} "Ssymmr* 

+ [RT'(I + Vou)T]:Sskewr * - [ r*T ' ( /+  Vou)'R] :(R" 8R T) 

[17°'(r*'RT)+p°b]'Sutdv+ I_ [(R'r*T)'n-T]'~uds l 

3 J s  ao 

- ~ ([R.~r  *T + (SR'RT).(R.r*T)] .n).(u -- li)ds. (3.7) 
J s  vO 

Thus, only the first and the second terms in the volume integral are different from Eq. (3.2), and the 
first two terms give the constitutive relation through the complementary energy: 

dW¢(symmr*) = RT.( / + VoU) T (3.8) 
symm r* 

and the compatibility condition: 

R T ' ( / +  VoU) T = symmetric, (3.9) 

respectively. The rests (AMB, LMB, TBC, DBC) are equivalent to Eq. (3.2). 
Now, let us consider the UL rate forms of the principles discussed above. Firstly, the UL rate of 

the principle (3.4) is given as follows [24, 29]: 

P~(v, W,D,~*) = I_. {Q(D) - ½~:(W ~. W) + ~: [W~-(V~v) ~] 
jv 

N 

+ ~,T: [-(17NV)T _ W--D] -- pNb'V}dv 

-- fS~oT'VdS-- fs~ [(~*T + w'zNT)'n]'(r--~)ds. (3.10) 
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The variation of (3.10) is found to be 

8F2(v,W,D,~*)= ~ ~F- ~Q(D) ] Jv.I.L aD symmf* "SD 

+ [([7NV)T -- W _  D']:St:* T + [~* + {([7NV) T -- W } . , g N ] : ~ W  

- [ VN'(i* -- tN. W) + pNb] "Svtdv 

a t- ~ [ ( i  *T + W"rNT) ' I !  -- ~ ] "  ~t~ ds 
j s  c N  

- I_ [(Sr*T + ~w'zNT)'n] "(V -- ~)ds. (3.11) 
Js  

vN 

One may find the stationary condition of (3.11) provides the rate forms of field equations. As before, 
we can derive the three field principle through the contact transformation: 

- Qc(symmi*) = (~(D) - D: symm#*. (3.12) 

Then we have 

W,i:*) = I__ { - (~c(symm#*) - ½TN:(w T" W) + x~3 (1~ , .cNT : [ w  T 
JV N 

+ ?,v: [(VNV)T _ W] -- pNb'v} dv 

By taking the variation of (3.13), one may find: 

8[~3(v'W'~*):= fv  { [  0Q~(symm~*) ] o 0 symm i* + (VNv)T - W • 8 symm ~* 

- [(VNV) r -- W]:8  skew #* + [rest is the same as (3.11)] ... (3.14) 

So, the first and second terms give the constitutive relations and the compatibility conditions, 
respectively. The three field principle (3.6) and its rate form (3.14) are applicable for formulating 
assumed stress hybrid elements for compressible materials. 

3.2. Variational principles with volume constraints 

Atluri and Reissner [21] presented the following six field principle for hyperelastic materials with 
volume constraints.: 

GI(u,R,U',J,r*' ,p)= ~Vo r* 'T 'Fj- t /aRT'(I+ VoU )T _ U']  {W~(U',p) + .L .,s 

+ P[f(Ju, s) - f ( J ) ]  - -  pob" u} dv 

- fS~oT'Uds-  f s . o (R ' r*T 'n ) ' (u -u )  ds, (3.15) 
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where we use dummy variables for ease of exposition: 

Ju, R = det{symm(RT'( I  + Vou)T)}, (3.16a) 

r* J~,lg/3r*' 1 1 -  l / 3 / r , , T .  U 1 = - -~u ,R  ,- . )U-  +f ' (J , ,R)J . ,RpU- ' .  (3.16b) 

The function f ( J )  is a smooth and monotone  ( f '  g: 0) function. This f is introduced for more 
generality in choosing strain energy functions. So, it is possible to choose f ( J )  = J - 1 so that p has 
the physical meaning of hydrostatic pressure. The variation of G1 can be evaluated as follows: 

~ p W ~ ( U ' , J )  symm(r* ' ) ]  • 8U' ~Gl(u,R,U' ,J ,r* ' ,p)  = 
J.o(L ~U' J 

F aw (U''J) ] 
+ L OJ f ' ( J ) p  5J  d- [J~ ,~ /3RT ' ( I  d- lTou) T - -  U ' ] : ~ r  * 'T 

+ [f (J . , , )  - f ( J ) ]  8p 

+ [J~,~/3RT.(I + 17oU) T. r*' 

- ½Jr*': {(I + Vou) 'R}]RT ' ( I  + VoU) T" 0 - 1  

d- J. ,Rpf'(J. ,R)RT'(I q- lToU) T"/-~- 1] :(R T. 8R) 

-- [Vo'{J~,g/3r*"R v - ½[r* ' :{(I  + ~ 7 o u ) ' R } ] / ~  r -1  "R T 

t A t + J , ,RPf  (J,,R)U ~ "R T} + pob]" 8u dv 

+ ~ (R'r*T'n -- T ) ' S u d s  
,Is oO 

( [e"  ~r *T -]- (Be" e T)" (R" r *T)]" n)" (u - ti) ds, (3.17) 
JS uO 

where we use the further abbreviations U =  s y m m { R T . ( I +  VoU)V}. Thus, the expected field 
equations are derived from the stationary condition of the principle G1. It may be helpful to note 
that the stationary condition ensures the compatibility equations: 

~r = RT.( /a t_  ~70u)T = symmetric' and J = J.,R. (3.18) 

There are several ways to achieve field reduction from the principle Gx (see [27]). In general, it is 
not advisable to eliminate the hydrostatic pressure p when incompressible materials are treated. 
Here, using the contact transformation: 

(3.19) 

+ Pf(J.,R) -- pob 'u}dv  -- fS.o T ' u d s  

-- W~(symm r*', p) = W6(U', J) - U' : symm r*' - p f ( J ) ,  

we have the following four-field principle: 

G2(u,R,r*',p) = I_. { - W~(symmr*',p) + r*'V: [J~,XR/3RT'(I + VoU) T] 
,Iv 0 
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- fS.o(R'r*T'n)'(u -- ti)ds. (3.20) 

It should be noted  that  

J.,K = trace (VNV), (3.24a) 

~* = f*' -- -~trace(~*')l + / f t .  (3.24b) 

As before, we present the variation of G1 : 

8(3~(v,W,D',2,~*',f~)= Yv. y[OQ'(D''j)[L OD r s y m m ~ * ' ] : 6 D ' +  L c~J - 

+ [(VNV) r -- D' -- W - ~ trace( VNV)I] : 6~ *'r 

+ [trace(VNV) -- 315/J + [e*' + {(VNV) r -- W} "x N] :~iW 

- [ VN" {~*' -- ½ t race ( r* ' ) /+  ~I -- zN. W} + pxb]" ~V} dv 

+ fs f " dS- fs [(i'*T + w '~NT) 'n] ' (V - -~ )ds"  (3.25) 
• N vN 

+ ~, ,T : [ (  VNV)T _ D'  --  W - ½ trace(  VNV)I]  

+/~[trace(VNV) - -  J ]  --  pNb" v} dv 

-- fS.N~'VdS-- fSoNE(i'*T + w'~NT)'n']'(V--v)ds (3.23) 

The variation of G2 can be derived as (variations with respect to r* and p are shown): 

fv { I  gW~(symmr*',p) 8Gz(u,R,r*',p) = - Osymmr* '  + J~'R/3RT'(I + V°u)T]'Ssymmr*' 
0 

[OWc(symmr*"P)+f( j . ,R)]~ p + [JZ,1/3R T" (I + VoU) T] : 5 skew r*' + -- c3p 

+ [the rest is the same as (3.17)] ... (3.21) 

Perfect incompressibili ty can be imposed through:  

0 W~ (symm r*', p) 
0p = Bulk Compliance = 0 (3.22) 

Now, the U L  rate form of G1 is derived as follows: 

~ l ( v ,  ' " "*' [ ~ ' ( D '  - • • W , D , J , r  ,i6)--- t ~ ,  , J )  ½¢N:(w T" W) + z NT ]-W T (ITNV) x] 
dv N 
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It is understood that the field equations with volume constraints can derived from the stationary 
condition of the principle. Through the contact transformation: 

- O'dsymm ~*', p) = Q'(D', J) - D' : symm ~*' - pJ. 

One can derive the following four-field principle: 

(~2(v, W,i'*',p) = f_. {Q'~(symmi'*',p) - ½xN:(wX" W) + xNT. [Wx.(VNV)r] 
, Iv  N 

+ ~.,r : [( VNr)T _ W -- ½ trace( VNr)I] + p trace(VNV) -- pNb" r } dv 

- fs ~ .vds-  ~ [(i'*T + w'~NT)'n]'(r--~)ds. 
~N d S vN 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

The constitutive relations and compatibility conditions are given through the complementary 
energy. It can be seen by taking the variation of (~2: 

f v { I  ~'c(symm ~*',p) 1 6d2(v, W,~*',p) = - ~ symm~*' + (VNV) x -- W--  ½trace(VNr)I :Ssymm~*' 
N 

VdO'c(symm r*" P) ] 
+ [(VNV) r -- W-J : ~ skew ~*' + 1 t~p + trace( VN v) ~p 

+ [the rest is the same as (3.25)] ... (3.28) 

The four field principle (3.20) and its rate form (3.28) are suitable for the finite element formulations 
of incompressible materials. 

3.3. Regularization of the principles 

So far, two forms of variational principles (three field principle for compressible materials, 
four-field principle for incompressible materials) have been presented. In these mixed principles 
(Eqs. (3.6), (3.20) and corresponding rate forms (3.13), (3.27) as well), the complementary energy 
Wc depends only on the symmetric part of the Biot stress r*. Hence, Wc is not positive definite in 
terms of r* alone, and in the context of the finite element formulation, it is not possible to eliminate 
every unsymmetric stress component at element level. This was a bottle neck in constructing robust 
elements with rotation fields. For linear elasticity, Hughes and Brezzi 1-13] presented an idea to 
modify the principles by a regularization term so that the regularized form is quadratic to the skew 
part of the stress components. Even so, the regularized principle still gives formally equivalent field 
equations. Therefore, the process is quite useful for numerical implementation of the elements with 
drilling degrees of freedom. Several suggestions have been made on finite element models using this 
concept for linear problems [14, 15]. However, for nonlinear problems, the main subject of this 
paper, not many successful applications have appeared in the literature (see e.g. 1-30-32]) since 
regularization terms may have to be more complicated ones than for linear cases. In this section, we 
make suggestions of the regularization applicable for nonlinear cases. 
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There are several ways to introduce the regularization term. Remember that the AMB is 
met if 

F* + D. ~N = F* + [(VNv) T -- W]" lr N = symmetric. (3.29) 

Then, we can set up the term: 

Z 2 fvN I skew {F* + [(~7N1O) T - -  g ] "  ~N }l 2 dv, (3.30) 

which vanishes if the AMB is met. In (3.30), ~ is a positive constant. Since the term (3.30) is 
quadratic to the skew part of F*, it may be used for regularizing the principle (3.13) as follows: 

Y fv I skew {F* + I-(VNv) T -- W]" xN } [2 dr.  (3.31) W,F*) = P3(v, W,F*) - 

Taking the derivative of F3. r, one may find that the field equations are modified as 

(Compatibility condition) (VNv) x -- W + ~, skew {F* + (VNv) T -- W]"  z N } = symmetric, 

(AMB) F* + [(VNv) T -- W] .zN + y(skew{F* + [(VNv) T -- W]'zN}) ' z  N = symmetric, 

(LMB) VN'(F* - ~N. W -  7skew{F* + [(VNv) T -- W] .¢N}) + pNb = 0. (3.32) 

Other field equations remain unchanged. From AMB, we have 

skew{J* + [(VNr) T -- W] .,N + y(skew{F* + [(VNr) T -- W] "*N})'xN} 

= skew{( / '+  y~N)-(skew{F* + [(VNr) T -- W].  ~N})} = 0. (3.33) 

If y is small enough so that I + y~N = positive definite, we have skew {F* + [(VNr) T - W].  "c N} = 0 
which concludes that the field equations obtained from the regularized principle are equivalent to 
those from the previous form. As an alternative of (3.29), one may also use the following term for 
regularization: 

Y--2 fvN I skew{F* + (symm VNv)" ~N} [ 2 dr.  (3.34) 

The regularization of the four field principle (3.27) including hydrostatic pressure may be achieved 
using the same concept as 

Y f v ,  [skew{J*' + [(VN10) T - -  W'j "~N}I2 dr.  (3.35) d (v, w,F*' ,p)  = d (v, w , F * ' , p )  - 

Remember that the hydrostatic pressure does not affect AMB. In this research, the regularization 
terms (3.31) and (3.35) are used for finite element formulations. 

There may be other choices for regularization. For example, using the compatibility condition: 

(VNV) v -- W = D = symmetric. (3.36) 

Then the term 

Y f I skew{(VNr) T - W} 12 dv (3.37) 
.JvN 
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will vanish if the compatibility condition is met. One may derive a potential-energy-type principle 
by eliminating D and Win the principle (3.10) assuming D = symm VNV and W r = skew VNV. To 
restore the rotation (spin) field, the principle may be regularized as 

[~4(v, W)= fvN {Q(symm VNV ) --½zN: [(skew VNV).(skew VNV)] 

+ Z Nr :(skew VNV)'(symm VNV)] -- pNb" v} dv 

fvN I skew { (VNV) r -- W} 12 dv + I-surface integral]. (3.38) 

The equivalent field equations of the original form are derived from the stationary condition of the 
principle (the proof is given in [26]). Based on this method, Iura et al. 1-14] presented membrane 
finite element formulations with only kinematic (displacement and rotation) fields. 

4. Finite element modeling and numerical schemes 

In this section, we focus on the field discretization and related numerical schemes to implement 
the variational principles, discussed in the previous section. Based on the concept of finite element 
methods, we seek the approximate solution which satisfies the stationary condition of the dis- 
cretized variational principles. To ensure the existence and stability of the solution, the LBB 
(Ladyszhenskaya-Babuska-Brezzi) condition should be considered (see [-8, 18, 33, 34]). We restrict 
ourselves for only two-dimensional problems in this paper, even though the concepts are applicable 
for three dimensional cases without intrinsic difficulties. The element formulations are analogous 
to the four noded membrane elements presented by Cazzani and Atluri [15] for linear elasticity. In 
this research, we also implement some numerical schemes to deal with nonlinear problems. 

4.1. Discretized variational principles 

The process of the field discretization can be achieved in the following way. At first, the body is 
subdivided into a finite number of elements so that the fields in the body are represented by the sum 
of the fields in each element. In three-field principle (3.13), we have: (v n, W h,/:,h) = iim(V m, W m,/:.m), 
where ( )m means the discretized field at the ruth element. As the second step, each field is 
approximated with finite numbers of parameters in each element using proper shape functions. 
Thus, the principle may be rewritten in this discretized form. 

F3(vh, Wh,/:*h)=~m ( fVx. [--Qc(symm/:*m)--½~N'(lym'wmT) 

q_ ,gNT: [I, vmT. ( 17NVm) T ] _{_ /:,mr: [( ~TNvm) T __ l¥,n] __ pNb . v m] dv 

- fov,.nso "vmds- fov,. s. (4.1) 
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where we use the abbreviation i m = f,m _ ~Nm. W m. The approximate solution (v n, W ~, i *h) can be 
found from the stationary condition of the principle: 

~/~3(l~h, ~'h, ~ *h) = E{fvN.[(-  (L(symme*m)ae,mT + (VNv') T _ W-) :  

+ + E(VNegT _ Wm-I . C ) : g w m  

- - (VN'Ei '*m--~N' I~]+pN[~) 'SVm]dV+~ (imT'n)'~VmdS 
VN,m 

--fOVN..nS.N~'gVmdS--feVN..~S.(gimT'n)'(vm--ff)ds}, (4.2) 

As a common practice, we take a proper shape function so that the velocities v m agree with the 
nodal velocities at each node. Then, the compatibility across elements are automatically satisfied 
(unless an 'incompatible'-type shape function is used). Suppose that the elements 'm' and 'n' have 
a common edge O VN, ra ~ O VN, n, and n is the outward normal vector of the edge of the element 'm' 
then ( - n) is the :normal of the element 'n' of the common edge. So, it can be understood that 

= {faVN..C~aVN.. [(irnT--jnT)'n]'SVmdS Surface Integral of (4.2) 

f [i mT" n - ~]" 8vm ds + 
J~ vN..c~oV.~ 

-- fav~,.~s. (fiimT" n)'(vm -- ff)ds}. (4.3) 

The stationary condition of the above variational principle provides the weak forms of: 

(i) constitutiw: relation, linear momentum balance, and angular momentum balance in each 
element; 

(ii) traction and displacement boundary conditions at each element boundary; 
(iii) interelement traction reciprocity conditions. 

The analogous results can be derived for the principle t~2(v h, I~,  i*'h,/ih). 

4.2. Shape functions 

Now, we consider proper shape functions for field discretization. Two types of element formula- 
tions shall be presented. The first one is the formulation without volume constraints (compressible 
elements), using the three-field principle (3.6). The second one is that with volume constraints 
(incompressible elements), for precisely as well as nearly incompressible materials, based on the 
four-field principle (3.20). 

We also restrict ourselves for two-dimensional plane stress/strain problems. For ease of the 
exposition, we introduce the Cartesian coordinate base vectors (el, e2, e3). Then the plane strain 
and phase stress conditions can be written as u3,i = ui, 3 = 0, where ul, j = 8u~/Oxj (i,j = 1, 2, 3), and 
r~ = r*3 = 0, respectively. The element formulations adopted here are apparently similar to the 
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well-established isoparametric four noded quadrilateral elements (Q4). We allocate displacements 
as nodal variables and the rest (stress parameters, rotation, and hydrostatic pressure) as internal or 
element variables. Herein lies the reason for calling the present element formulation as the assumed 
stress hybrid element formulation. Displacements are continuous (C O continuity) across the element 
borders, while the other element variables are discontinuous in general. It is preferable to use small 
numbers of parameters to discretize the fields in order: (i) to save computer resources, and (ii) to 
avoid spurious modes which make the elements stiffer. In the well-established isoparametric 
elements, displacements are interpolated through the isoparametric mapping from the Cartesian 
coordinates (xi) to the natural coordinates (~i) of the elements. For the assumed stress hybrid 
elements, the other field variables are also interpolated using the natural coordinates as well. 

4.2.1. Discretization of displacement (u) 
For discretization of the displacement, the widely used isoparametric mapping: 

{ u , } =  u~ o N ~ ( ~ , ¢ 2 )  ... 

q~ 
q~ , (4.4) 

where i = 1, 2, ~ = 1-4, is available for four-noded hybrid element formulations• The number of 
parameters for displacement discretization is 8 and the shape function [N~(~, 42)] is given by 

N~(~x,~ 2) = ¼ (1 + c]~1)(1 + c~¢2) (4.5) 

and (c~,c~) = ( -  1, - 1), (1, - 1), (1, 1), ( -  1, 1), for ~ = 1,2,3,4. The gradient of the displacement 
is given as 

Ul,1 

{ You,} = u2.~ 
Ul,2 

U2,2 

= [B,(~I, ¢2)]{q~}. (4.6) 

The form of [B~(~I, ~2)] is given in standard textbooks (e.g. [37]). In UL rate form, the velocity v is 
interpolated as 

{v,} = [N , (¢L  ¢~')]{,~}. (4.7) 

Likewise for the velocity gradient: 

{ V:,} = [B,(~,  ~ ) ]  {4~}, (4.8) 

where ( ~ ,  ~2 N) are the natural coordinates of the element at CN state. As shown, no 'incompatible' 
or 'bubble' displacement modes are involved in the current formulation. However, it is still possible 
to use such a 'bubble' modes or additional fields to represent 'discontinuous strain' for shear band 
problems presented by Belytschko et al. [38]. 
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4.2.2. Discretization o f  rotation field (R) 
Since all the kinematics are restricted (el, ez) plane, we need to consider the rotation 0 or the spin 

W around e3 axis only. An reasonable choice, using element natural coordinaes (Ga s, ~ )  and spin 
parameters {co,}, is 

W(~,,~2) = [~2(~,~)]{~a} = [1,~,,~2,#I~2, ... ] I 

(~'0 

(~'1 

(2P 2 (4.9) 

We may increase the number of parameters to 5 or more. However, it is known that the increase 
of the kinematic parameters may result in the increase of stress parameters to suppress the zero 
energy modes. Numerical studies [15] show that one parameter is enough to represent the 
rotation field if 6-stress parameters are taken. Therefore, we choose one parameter model 
W (~ 1, ~2) = 090 in which the parameter ~o0 can be associated with a rigid rotation of the centroid of 
the element. 

As an alterative, Iura et al. [14] presented element formulations with rotations using a shape 
function: 

= (4.10) 

where N,(~I, 42) is the same shape function as before (4.5) and o9, means spins at each node. This 
formulation may be advantageous for plate and shell problems since it is easier to impose 
rotational boundary conditions. 

4.2.3. Discretization o f  hydrostatic pressure (p) 
For incompressible materials, the hydrostatic pressure field p is required in the constitutive 

relations, and also, the pressure parameters should be retained as unknowns in the global stiffness 
equation. The discretization of p can be done in an analogous manner: 

(4.11) 

Since the increase of the parameters may cause locking of the elements, we also choose a one 
parameter model with ib = Po. The volume constraint holds only in an average sense if one 
parameter model is used. The use of more than one pressure parameter for the four noded elements 
may result in element locking. 
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4.2.4. Discretization o f  stress (r* or r*') 
For discretizing the stress field, it should be considered that the following condition to suppress 

all the kinematic modes: 

s >~ d - r, (4.12) 

where s is the number of stress parameters; d is the number of kinematic parameters; and r is the 
number of the rigid body modes. The necessary (but not sufficient) condition (4.12) comes from the 
discrete LBB condition or the rank condition ([8, 18]). Strictly speaking, in order to guarantee the 
stability of the solution, we need to prove that the constant, which appears in the inequality of the 
LBB condition, is independent of the mesh size. This problem is extensively studied by Oden and 
his coworkers ([35, 36]), but we do not go into the details here. It is also known that if stability and 
convergence are achieved, the least order stress parameters can be given by the equality in (4.12). 
Since we have d = 9 (displacement: 8 parameters; and rotation: 1 parameter) and r = 3, the 
preferable number for s is 6. 

In the earlier works of the assumed stress hybrid elements, stress components are interpolated 
using Cartesian coordinates in physical space. In Murakawa's element [4], stress functions, which 
are expressed as completed polynomials in Cartesian coordinates, were used. Therefore, at least 10 
stress parameters are required for four noded plane elements to achieve coordinate invariance. 
Pian and Sumihara [6] reduced stress parameters to 5 (using symmetric stress) for the same types of 
element using the natural coordinates of the elements. Punch and Atluri [11] constructed the least 
order (two versions of 5 parameter) assumed stress finite elements based on symmetry group 
theory. The least number is 6 in the formulation using unsymmetric stress as shown by [15]. If the 
natural coordinates, instead of Cartesian coordinates, are used, the linear momentum balance 
holds only in an average sense. 

There are several ways to represent stress components by the natural coordinates and Cazzani et 
al. [15] investigated the following five cases for linear problems. To avoid confusion, we use i , j ,  ... 
to represent Cartesian components, 1,J , . . -  for covariant (by subscripts) or contravariant (by 
superscripts) components (see Fig. 1). 

(i) Stress shape functions are expressed in the natural coordinates, but stress components are 
assumed to be Cartesian 

i'* = i*  e ie j ,  

{/*} = [A]{D}, (4.13) 

where i* are Cartesian components, {/)} are stress parameters, [A] is the shape function for stress 
components given by 

EA]= 1 1 42 1" (4.14) 

1 41 

(ii) Stress shape functions are expressed in the natural coordinates, and are assumed to be 
contravariant (curvilinear) convected components 

i'* = i * ' S g , g j ,  { r * l J }  = [A] {/t}. (4.15) 
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X2 

*) gi: (~1,~2) 
**) §i: (0,0) 

~2 

( •:Gauss Point (2*2 rule) 

Fig. 1. A sketch of the element natural (¢i) and physical (xi) coordinates. 

(iii) Stress shape functions are expressed in the natural coordinates, and are assumed to be 
covariant (curvilinear) convected components 

i ' *=f*sgIg  J, {t:*j} = [A]{]~}. (4.16) 

(iv) Stress shape functions are expressed in the natural coordinates, and the are assumed to be 
contravariant components  referred to the centroidal base vectors 

#, { }=[A]{#} .  ~-- i i~Ii~J, l :*IJ (4.17) 

(v) Stress shape functions are expressed in the natural coordinates, and are assumed to be 
covariant components  referred to the centroidal base vectors 

#* ":* ~ '~ '~  {t:~'s}=[A]{/~} = tljg ~ , (4.18) 

According to [15],, choices (ii) and (iii) do not pass the patch test. Among (i), (iv), (v), the element (iv) 
shows the best results (less sensitive to element distortion). Therefore, it is reasonable to adopt the 
element (iv) for nonlinear problems. In element (iv), the Cartesian components i* are obtained 
from the contravariant components  f . u  as follows: 

i* = (~, .e,)(gs" ej)i  *u  = J l . i J  j . j r  *I  J ,  (4.19) 
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where J1.i = g1" ei is a Jacobian component of the element at the centroid. Eq. (4.19) can be written 
in the matrix form: 

{t:*} = [ J ]  [A] {/~}, (4.20) 

where 

J l , l J l ,1  J1, 1J2,1 Jz, lJl,1 J2,1J2,1 

Jx , lJ l , z  Jl , lJ2,2 Jz, lJa,2 Jz, lJ2,2 (4.21) 
[ J ]  = J1,2Jl,1 Jl,aJa, 1 J2,zJa,1 Jz,2Jz,1 

J1,2Jl,2 J1,2J2,2 J2,zJ1,2 Jz, zJ2,2 
, ~ t  To implement the four-field formulation, rlj can be discretized using the same shape function. 

4.3. Assembly of the stiffness equations 

Now, we are ready to discuss the assembly of the global stiffness equation. For computer coding, 
each term in the discretized variational principles may be put into matrix forms. The process may 
be completed by a well-established manner, so it is omitted in this paper. For full expositions; see 
[27] or E40]. 

As a common practice, some of the element variables (spins, rate of stresses, and hydrostatic 
pressure) are eliminated from the global stiffness matrix to reduce the number of unknowns. The 
eliminated variables will be calculated after the stiffness matrix is solved. 

As for the stress parameters {fl}, the regularization makes it possible to eliminate them. 
However, singular matrices arise in this formulation, if only fl's are to be eliminated, without 
regularization. 

As for the spin parameters {o~}, it is optional. In the early formulations of Murakawa and Atluri 
[4, 5], both the stress as well as the rotation parameters were eliminated simultaneously, without 
encountering any singular matrix. However, in their methods, spin parameters should be allocated 
as element variables, not nodal variables, and therefore, it is not possible to impose rotational 
boundary conditions. An refined version, a membrane element with a drilling degree of freedom as 
nodal variables, was presented by Iura et al. [14] using a regularization term. The formulations, 
presented in this paper, also includes spin parameters in the stiffness equation. These formulations 
are advantageous when used for membrane and plate problems. 

As for the pressure parameters { p}, they should be retained in the stiffness matrix for plane 
strain, axi-symmetric, and three-dimensional problems. They can be eliminated only for plane 
stress problems (see [5]) or when the material has some compressibility. 

Finally in the formulations proposed in the paper, only stress parameters { fl} are eliminated at 
each element level, and others - velocity {q}, spin parameters {~o}, and hydrostatic pressure {p} 
(for four-field formulation only - are retained in the global stiffness matrix. 

4.4. Newton-Raphson method and arclength method 

The Newton-Raphson method is used for wide range of nonlinear problems and it is also 
applicable for the present element formulations. The method includes an iterative process to find an 
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unknown state CN+ 1 starting from the known equilibrated state CN. However, if there are an 
unstable phenomena such as limit load and bifurcation processes, it is difficult to prescribe the 
loading and displacement conditions as a single value function of time. In such a case, the problem 
can be solved by specifying the increment in the variables to a given amount, or the so-called 
arclength 6. This scheme, introduced by Riks [39], is known as the arclength method. 

The basic performance of the elements are checked by: 
(i) Eigenvalues and eigenmodes (check of kinematic modes), 

(ii) coordinate invariance, 
(iii) patch tests, 
(iv) several linear benchmark problems 

and it is found that the both compressible as well as incompressible elements satisfies these 
requirements. The test results for linear problems are provided in [15, 27, 40], so they are omitted in 
this paper. In the following two sections, we demonstrate some nonlinear problems. 

5. Numerical examples I - Problems with finite rotations 

Using the newly developed elements, we demonstrate two numerical examples with geometrical 
nonlinearity. In this section, however, the material constitutive relations are assumed to be elliptic. 
The first one is the bending of a thin beam by a tip load undergoing finite deflection. The second 
one is the bending of a plate by end thrusts. The first problem is still treated in the realm of linear 
elasticity. On the other hand, the material nonlinearity as well as incompressibility are taken into 
account in the second example. 

5.1. Bending o f  a ,thin beam 

As the first benchmark problem including finite rotation, we consider large deflection of a thin 
cantilever beam by a tip load. Under the assumptions of linear elasticity and thin beam theory, the 
analytical solution is known as follows [41]: 

p ~ L  2 f~/2 dO d 1 
X/ E1 J,  x/1 - -  k 2 sin 2 0' L 

E/ff_~ ~n/2 x/1 _k2s in2OdO 

where 

(5.1) 

k Jl+sin0e.d ( 1  ) 
2 ~b = sin- 1 (5.2) , - - .  , 

1 + sin 0end 

where P is the tip load, d is the tip deflection, L is the length of the beam, E is the Young's modulus, 
I is the inertia of the cross section, and the rotation at the tip 0,nd is used as a parameter. The 
problem is solved by the three-field compressible elements under plane stress condition using the 
regular and distorted meshes shown in Fig. 2(a), (b). The relations between the tip load and 
deflection (both are nondimensionalized) are shown in Fig. 2(d). For comparison, the solutions by 
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Fig. 3. Plate with end thrust - initial configuration and 
boundary conditions. 

displacement-type four-noded (Q4) and eight-noded elements (Q8) are also shown in Fig. 2(d). 
Here 2 × 2 and 3 x 3 Gaussian integration rules were used for Q4 and Q8, respectively. If the 
regular mesh is used, the result by the present hybrid elements coincides with the analytical result 
quite well than the displacement-type elements. It is known  that  the displacement-type elements, 
especially Q4, have much  higher bending rigidity when used for thin beams. Since those displace- 
ment- type elements cause parasi t ic  shear deformat ion in such a case. On  the other hand,  the 
current hybrid element can represent  the e x a c t  stress distr ibution in the element as long as regular 
meshes are used. However,  if the distorted mesh is used, the numerical  solution deviates from the 
analytical solution as shown in the figure. So, the current  formulat ion has some room to improve 
the element distort ion sensitivity. 

5.2. P la te  with end  thrust  

As shown in Fig. 3, a thin plate (length 1~, width 12) is subject to end thrusts. It is known  that  
there are two bifurcation modes  - the barreling mode  (primary path) and the flexure m o d e  
(secondary path). The material  is the incompressible neo-Hookean  model  whose strain energy W is 
given by 

W ( I O  = C1(I1 - 3), where 11 = t r a c e ( F r ' F )  (5.3) 
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where we take the material constant C1 = 1. The problem was analytically treated by Sawyers and 
Rivlin [42, 43]. They found that if the aspect ratio 12/11 is smaller than ,-~ 0.2, the flexure mode is 
stable and otherwise the barreling mode is stable. They also found that the lowest-order bifurcation 
occurs when the nominal stretch ratio 222 becomes 

= 1 + + + o ( : ) ,  (5.4) 

where r/= 2~12/11. The plate is modeled by 8 x 45 elements as in Fig. 3. The constrained displace- 
ment condition is imposed on one end and the other edge is fixed. By substituting 12 = 8, 11 = 45 
and neglecting the O(r/6) term, one may find that r/= 0.279 and 222 = 1.0267. To disturb the 
symmetry of the plate, a small shear load P is applied to the tip of the plate as shown in Fig. 3. If 
P is zero, the plate takes the primary (barreling mode) path. The response (displacement vs. total 
reaction from the edge) curves are shown in Fig. 4. As P tends to zero, the response curve converge~ 
to the flexure mode. As shown in the figure, the bifurcation point agrees with the theory (Eq. (5.4)) 
quite well. Deformed configurations (barreling and flexure modes) are shown in Fig. 5 (a), (b). 
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Fig. 4. Plate with end thrust - edge displacement vs. 
total load. 

Fig. 5. Plate with end thrust - deformed configurations: 
(a) barreling mode (d = 10); (b) flexure mode (d = 38). 
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6. Numerical examples II - Shear localization problems 

In this section, we present some numerical  examples of shear localization problems in incom- 
pressible strain softening materials. The criteria of shear localization is briefly reviewed and the 
constitutive relations used in the examples are introduced.  

6.1. Loss of  ellipticity and elastostatic shocks 

F r o m  the equil ibrium equat ion without  body forces t~.~ = 0, one can derive second-order  partial 
differential equat ions in terms of displacement u as follows: 

t~i'i = ~x~ L c3u~.j J c~u~,jC~Uk, t UR, U elm eiiUUk.U O, (6.1) 

It is known that  the characteristic of Eq. (6.1) depends on the coefficient eou and it is called elliptic 
if 

eijkimimknjnt > 0 (6.2) 

for any pair of unit  vectors m and n. Otherwise, it is called parabolic (eljktm~mknjnt = 0) or 
hyperbolic (e~jk~m~mkn~n, < 0). It is known  that  Eq. (6.1) has a unique and smooth  solution for given 
boundary  condit ions if the inequality (6.2) holds. On  the contrary,  if the ellipticity fails, there may 
not  exist a classical smooth  solution. As a consequence, some characteristic lines (surfaces) may 
emerge on which the deformation gradient  is discont inuous in the body. We call such a line 
(surface) as a shockline (shocksurface), which is also referred to as an equilibrium shock or an 
elastostatic shock in the literature. Shear band means the area (usually very thin) sur rounded  by 
shocklines (shocksurfaces), within which the shear strain level is significantly higher than the 
outside. This p h e n o m e n o n  is also called shear (or strain) localization. The constitutive relations of 
hyperelastic materials which may  cause ellipticity failure are categorized as follows: 

Case I: Softening response in shear - the material  has negative tangent  shear modulus  while 
m o n o t o n e  response in dilatation. 

Case II: Softening response in dilatation - the material  has negative tangent  bulk modulus  
while m o n o t o n e  response in shear. 

One of the distinct differences between them is that  in the case I, the shear strain becomes 
discont inuous across the shock, while in the case II, the normal  componen t  of the strain becomes 
discontinuous.  Possible elastostatic shocks due to dilatational nonlineari ty were discussed by 
Abeyaratne and Jiang [44, 45]. In this paper  though,  we treat only the first type of the shocks. 

It we consider plane deformat ion (plane strain) problems of incompressible isotropic materials, 
the condi t ion (6.2) is equivalent to the following as proved by Abeyaratne and Knowles [46]: 

[~(k,) - ~(k2)] [kl - k2] ~< 0 (kl # k2), (6.3) 

where ,(k) is the shear stress in simple shear as a function of the amoun t  of shear k. Note  that  k can 
be related to the invariants as k 2 + 3 = I1 = 12, where 11 = trace(C). 12 = [(11) 2 - C: C]/2, and 
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C = F r .F. Since 11 = I2  for plane strain case, k can be used as invariant instead of I1 and 12. In 
this paper, the following hypothetical constitutive relations are adopted. 

Type I: power law 

C 1 ( I I - 3 )  k < k o  t 
W ( I 1 )  = (C2(I1 3)" k >~ ko~" (6.4) 

Type II: stress sqftenino/hardening 

Cl(I1 - 3) 
W(I~) = + C3(Ix - 3), (6.5) 

1 + C 2 ( I 1  - 3) 
where C1,C2, C3,n, ko are the material constants. (Note that for type I, we have C 2 =  
(C1/n)k~ 2-2") so that the stress-strain curve is continuous at k = ko.) For the examples in this 
section, we use C~ = 1, n = 0.25, and ko = 0.1 for type I and C1 = 1, C2 = 10, and C3 = 0.2 for type 
II material. The stress-strain curve in simple shear can be calculated by 

• (k) dW(I~) 0W(I1) OI~ OW(I~) (6.6) 
- Ok = O I ,  0~-=2k 0I-----~ 

and the results arc shown in Fig. 6. 
It should be commented that there are characteristic differences in the feature of shocks due to 

constitutive relations. For materials like the first one, which show no hardening in higher strain 
range, the material inside the shear band is hyperbolic. It is also known that the elliptic/hyperbolic 
type shock is unstable in nature. On the other hand, for materials which show hardening like 
type II, the material of the both side of the shock can be elliptic and therefore, there can be unique 
stable states, known as Maxwell states, as discussed by Abeyaratne and Knowles [471. 

6.2. Compression of  a block 

In this example, a rectangular block with unit thickness, modeled by 16 x 32 perfectly square 
elements, is compressed by uniaxial loads as shown in Fig. 7. The bottom edge is roller supported, 
the lateral sides are free, and the upper edge is fixed horizontally and pushed down in vertical 
direction. The arclength method is used to control the constrained displacement boundary 
conditions. The material property (type I) is homogeneous throughout the block. To check the 
sensitivity of the solutions to the initial configuration, we also analyzed the second model whose 
symmetry in the initial configuration is slightly disturbed by distorting the upper left corner 
element as shown in Fig. 7. 

The global response curves (vertical displacement of the upper edge vs. total reactions) obtained 
by the finite element analysis are shown in Fig. 8. Up to the critical point (point 'A' in the figure), 
both perfectly symmetric and slightly unsymmetric models take almost the same paths and no 
shocklines nor shear bands are observed. However after passing point 'A', the two models take 
different paths. As for the symmetric model, the load (reaction force) drops sharply and reaches 
point 'B', where the X-shaped shear bands are developed as shown in Fig. 9(b). Our numerical 
analysis shows that the symmetric deformation mode is unstable and another bifurcation occurs at 
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Fig. 8. Edge displacement vs. total load in the block compression. 

point 'B'. One of the bands disappears and the deformation mode becomes unsymmetric at point 
'C' as shown in Fig. 9(c). If the initial configuration is slightly unsymmetric, we cannot find 
a symmetric deformation mode after the first critical point 'A' and the deformation mode goes 
immediately from symmetric 'A' to the unsymmetric 'C'. From these observations, one may 
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Fig. 10. A sketch of semi-inverse method for the block 
compression problem. 

conclude that: (i) The shear band(s) tends to shrink as the deformation proceeds to stabilize itself. 
(ii) The deformation mode is quite sensitive to the initial configuration. 

To see the above-mentioned features, the following semi-inverse analysis is carried out. As shown 
in Fig. 10, the block is decomposed into the two parts (I, II) and the deformation gradient is 
assumed to be homogeneous  in each area. There are two parallel shocklines which divides the area 
II (the shear band area) from the rest of the block. The area I is uniformly compressed in 
ez direction with stretch ratio 2 ( <  1). Then, the deformation gradient F in the area I has the 
following 2 × 2 matrix representation: 

L ( F , h ,  (F,)22 J 
(6.7) 
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where (Fi)ij are the Cartesian (i,j)-components with respect to the base vectors el ,  e2 and 
(F~)11 = 2 - t  comes from the incompressibility of the material. Now, the compatibility and the 
equilibrium conditions along the shockline require the following [46]: 

F. = (I + xe*e*)"Fi, (6.8) 

e* " [ { ~ l  ) Fl " F~ - x(kII----))klI F"" F~I } " e* I = O' (6.9) 

where e*, e* are tangent and normal unit vectors of the shockline, respectively. The transformation 
rule of the tensor components shows that F .  has the matrix representation: 

F,,~[: --:][~ kl][ C ~][2 ;' O]=[2-'(l+csx) 2-'s2x l 
- S  2 c 2 x  2(1  - csx)J' (6 .10)  

where c = cos 0 and s = sin 0. However, the above conditions are not enough to determine the 
shockline inclination 0 and the shearband thickness t. To simplify the problem, we assume that 
0 = 45 ° (This assumption is not exactly true in the finite strain case, but the following results are 
not very sensitive to 0) and t is treated as a parameter. Thus, by solving (6.7)-(6.10), we can find the 
relation between the total load P and the displacement of the upper edge (D) using the following 
relations: 

e = 2 C ~ b ( 2  - 3  - 2) ,  O = n ( 1  - -  2)  + x2t/2, (6 .11)  

where H, b are the heights and width of the block in the undeformed configuration, and the results 
are shown in Fig. 11. For comparison, the result of the slightly unsymmetric model obtained by 
finite element analysis is overlapped in the figure by the dashed line. 

The shearband thickness t is usually very small (order of A). Using the model, it can be explained 
in the following way. The block can be regarded as a thermodynamical system with an internal 
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variable t. Then, the potential energy, or the so-called Gibb's free energy H of the block can be 
expressed as 

I I ( t ,P ,D)  = W(t,D) -- P(D - Do), (6.12) 

where W (t, D) is the strain or internal energy of the block and Do is the constrained displacement of 
the edge. It is known t h a t / 7  takes its minimum at stable states. Using the model, the potential 
e n e r g y / / f o r  the displacement Do = 2 can be calculated as a function t and the result is shown in 
Fig. 12. Then, the smaller the shear band thickness t is, the smaller is the energy required for the 
compression. And in the limit of t = 0, the potential energy also becomes zero, or in other words, 
the state is most stable. This explains the shear localization. (From the physical point of view, 
a material of this kind has a thickness t as an intrinsic material constant which comes from the 
microscopic structure. In finite element analyses, the mesh size plays a role of such material 
constant unless it is a priori involved in the formulation.) 

6.3. Stretching o f  a block 

In this example, we treat the uniaxial stretching of a block. As shown in Fig. 13, a thin block 
(10 x 45 elements) is stretched along the longitudinal direction. Since the block is rather thin, it can 
be regarded as a one dimensional problem. Similar problems were treated by Erickson [48], 
Abeyaratne and Knowles [47]. In this case, the softening/hardening-type constitute relation (type 
II) is used. So, we may find stable states as mentioned before. From the symmetry, only ¼ of the 
block is analyzed. To initiate the formation of the shock, the width of the plate is reduced by 0.01 
(0.1% of the width) at the center of the block as shown in Fig. 13. The arclength method is used to 
impose the constrained displacement condition of the edge. 

The response curve (Total load vs. Displacement of the edge) found by finite element analysis is 
shown in Fig. 14. In the beginning, the block deforms almost uniformly and the response curve 
agrees with the one calculated by the uniaxial stress-strain curve. At the point 'A', just after the 
maximum load, both the load and the displacement of the edge suddenly drop to the point 'B', 
similar to the block compression problem. At the point 'B', a V-shaped shock is formed as shown in 
Fig. 15(b). During the path 'B '- 'C '- 'D' ,  the load level remains constant and the shockline moves 
toward the energy of the block, as shown in Fig. 15(b)-(d). It can be shown that the path 
'B ' - 'C ' - 'D '  is the stable path, or the so-called the Maxwel l  path in [47]. Since the block is thin, the 
deformed block with a shock can be modeled by the bar composed of the two equilibrated phases 
I and II, as sketched in Fig. 16. Then, the equilibrium condition between the two phases can be 
written simply by O'(eI) = o'(ell ) (e I =~ eii), where el and ell are nominal strains for the phase I and II, 
respectively, and cr(e) is the nominal stress in uniaxial stress in uniaxial (plane strain) stretch. Now, 
we define the characteristic stress, or the so-called the Maxwell  stress trc for uniaxial stretching (see 
[47]) as follows: 

w ( e 2 )  - W ( e l )  = (e2  - el) rc, (6.13) 

w h e r e  e 1 and e 2 (e 1 < e2) are the strain levels which satisfy a(el) = o ' ( e 2 ) ,  and w(e) is the strain 
energy density for uniaxial deformation in terms of nominal strain e. Now, the block can be 
regarded as a bhtck box with an internal variable 2, which is the ratio of the phase I in the 
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undeformed configuration (see Fig. 16). Then, the potential energy H of the block can be given as 
a function of the three variables, 2, the total load P, and the displacement of the edge D as follows: 

H ( 2 , P , D )  = W(2,D) - P(D - Do), (6.14) 

where W(2, D) is the total strain energy (internal energy) of the block and Do is the constrained 
displacement of the edge. P and D are given by 

e = a(eOb = tr(e.)b = constant, D = L0{2el + (1 - 2)e.} ,  (6.15) 

where Lo and b are the length and the width of the block in the undeformed state, respectively, and 
e. and e. are the nominal strains for the parts of I and II, respectively. From (6.13), we have 

[] Ow --~e = tr(~,), (6.16) a ( ~ , ) =  ~ ~ =  ~,, 

{  [0wl [a l 
Lo ~, - ~,, + L a~ I , , - ~  + (1 - 2) La~J,,,a2J-- - -  = o. (6.17) 

As before, the stable states can be found by minimizing/1. Hence 

- ~  = bLo w(eO - w(e.)  + 2 0% aq + (1 - 2) a2 j = o. 

Using (6116) and (6.17), we find that (6.18) is equivalent to 

w(~,) - w(~.) + (~. - ~,)a(~,) = 0. 

(6.18) 

(6.19) 
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Fig. 16. A sketch of the block stretching problem. 

This holds only if or(el) = i f ( e l l  ) = (7"¢. Therefore, the Maxwell states are stable. The path 'B'- 'C'- 'D'  
found by the numerical analyses agree with the Maxwell path (dashed line) quite well. 

It is known that if the ellipticity fails, the uniqueness of the solution as a boundary value problem 
is lost. Even in such a case, finite elements still find stable states (may or may not unique) among 
possible solutions. 

7. Conclusions 

In this paper, two versions of newly developed assumed stress hybrid finite element formulations 
for nonlinear problems, with and without volume constraints, are presented. Suitable forms of 
variational principles, as the basis of finite element modeling, are discussed. The first principle, adopted 
for finite dement modeling of two-dimensional compressible materials, involves displacements, rota- 
tions, and unsymrnetric stress (Biot stress). For modeling of incompressible materials, the second 
principle, in which deviatoric part of the stress and hydrostatic pressure are decoupled, is used. The 
regularization of the principles, varid for both linear and nonlinear problems, are suggested. 

Shape functions for discretizing each independent field are discussed in detail with minimum 
numbers of parameters, the element pass the basic requirements, such as coordinate invariance, 
patch tests, and eigenvalue tests. It is also found that the elements are applicable for nonlinear 
problems with higher accuracy than the conventional displacement-type elements. The perfor- 
mance of the elements are checked by several nonlinear problems, especially by shear localization 
problems in strain softening hyperelastic materials. Discontinuous strain fields and shear bands are 
successfully captured by the elements. The response curves (load vs. displacements), obtained from 
the analyses, are in good agreement with the theory. 
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Notations 

u displacement 
F deformation gradient 
R rotation 
U right stretch tensor 
t first Piola-Kirchhoff  stress 
r* Bio-Lur6 stress 
tr Kirchhoff stress 

Cauchy stress 
I Identity tensor 
( ~ i j  Kronecher 's  delta 

I7 gi  0 

v velocity 
L velocity gradient 
W spin 
D UL rate of stretch 
i UL  rate of t 
~* UL rate of r* 
d* Jaumann rate of a 

ab := aibjgig j (dyad) 

a .  b := aib i (dot product) 
A .  a := Aijajg i 
A .B := AikB~'gig j 
A :B := Aij B ij 

symmA := (14 +AT) /2  
skewA := (.4 -- A)T)/2 
A - T  :-- ( A - l )  T = (AT) -1  

Ih I 2 := A :A 

where a, b vectors; A, B tensors (second order): A T transpose of A; transpose of A; (gi) base vectors. 
Throughout  the paper, tensors and vectors are denoted by bold fase letters. 
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